The Ultimate NLP
Master Practitioner
2005-2006

For Business Leadership, Development
and Personal Excellence
Third Generation NLP: evolution and revolution
with four of the greatest NLP trainers in the world:
Judith Lowe, Charles Faulkner, Judith DeLozier
and special guest Robert Dilts

Why be a Master?

You’ll learn advanced, applied, leading-edge
NLP — both the ‘Classic’ and the new, ‘Generative’
skills and techniques — for success in your personal
and business life.
As well as the more well known advanced techniques and
processes you’ll learn to use the more evolutionary and
revolutionary approaches of Systemic NLP — at identity,
organisational and social/spiritual levels.
Your world-class line-up of trainers are all innovators in the field
who love to share their enthusiasm and wide experience of NLP
in action.
It’ll be a fun, practical and challenging journey of learning and
discovery — in a friendly and encouraging community.

You’ll develop yourself- personally and professionally
— to new levels of purpose and achievement.

You’ll develop and further integrate your Practitioner
skills — becoming flexible and competent at conscious
and unconscious levels.

This programme is a total work-out for your ‘mind-body’!

You’ll actually grow beyond ‘technique’ and become more fluent,
creative and systemic in your leadership and coaching.

Our aim is to sponsor your success and the most full and
dynamic expression of your unique, creative self in your world.
You’ll get personal attention and skills coaching at every stage of
the course.

Mastery in NLP is about ‘having it in the muscle’, being
spontaneous, and having true integrity, depth and artistry with
your skills.

You’ll get extraordinary results. This is a Masters
programme developed by people who know what
works — and who have decades of practical, applied
personal experience with NLP to draw from.
Bring your problems, your difficulties, your stuck and tricky issues
— personal and professional — at these more profound levels of
learning and knowledge we can offer you some of the most
sophisticated, elegant tools and approaches for change and
transformation ever developed.
This programme is designed to be practical and relevant... and
deeply enjoyable.

“ PthPeDvaosftfearrsra6y mofoenxthpsertiheantcceatnhacthtahnegecoyuorusreliofeffecrosmwpalsetely:
superb from trainers and assistants alike.

The Programme
1 The Path of Mastery with Judith Lowe
13-16 October 2005
You’ll start right away to go beyond Practitioner level in NLP —
taking that core ‘toolbox’, adding new models and techniques, and
working at whole new levels of skill and understanding.
You’ll discover more about what ‘mastery’ will mean for you and
how to use the ‘coaching-modelling’ learning loop to accelerate
your development and get outstanding results.

2 Exploring Inner Worlds with Charles Faulkner
11-13 November 2005

5 The Artistry of Change — for personal and
organisational transformation
with special guest Robert Dilts 3-5 March 2006
NLP has always been a field where aesthetics — elegance,
congruity and grace — have been in balance with pragmatics —
evidence-based results, problem solving, bottom line success, etc.
In this completely new guest seminar from Robert Dilts, you’ll
discover the hidden powerful principles of ‘harmony balance and
beauty’ in resolving complex problems in practical ways — more
astonishing 3rd Generation NLP in action.

You’ll learn even more about the fundamental organising
principles of subjective experience — and how we create change.
You’ll discover powerful advanced techniques that use
submodalities to transform meaning and perception.
Become your own gifted ‘interior designer’, explore what Charles
calls ‘perceptual cybernetics’— and think like a genius!

3 The Wisdom of the Body with Judith DeLozier
2-4 December 2005
There is ‘information’ in the body and ‘knowledge’ in the muscle.
Using ‘somatic syntax’, you’ll learn how to strengthen, integrate
and generalise deep level personal resources — creating
momentum and wisdom for learning and change.
You’ll learn how your ‘mind-body’ thinks and communicates,
processes information and solves problems. You’ll learn about the
physiology and physicality involved in the NLP techniques and
presuppositions and how to express more of yourself in the world.

4 Transforming Beliefs with Judith Lowe
13-15 January 2006

6 The Power of Mastery with Judith Lowe
23-26 March 2006

You’ll discover how to recognise and explore the structure of
beliefs — the generalisations we make that hold our ‘maps’
together. You can transform limiting beliefs and sensitively update
your sense of self, resolving inner conflicts, finding inner peace.

In this final part of our journey together you’ll further integrate the
experiences and learning from the programme, again adding new
material, and opportunities for extending your expertise with NLP.

You’ll also learn how to surface and work with limiting
assumptions in business and coaching contexts and create more
possibility and more generative solution-thinking.

You’ll present your project, participate in some fun activities
relating to assessment, learn about trans-cultural competencies
and more... including a celebration of your Mastery!

The Modelling Project
It is a wonderful journey, of which certification is just one of the
results. The course does exactly what it says on the tin, it is the
ULTIMATE master practitioner, thankyou.
Ben Grassby, Analyst, Higher Education Funding Council England

”

You’ll create your own unique contribution to the field through a
personally chosen NLP project — developed through the
programme with guidance and feedback.

Top International Trainers

had a
“ Judith
lightness and a
sense of fun that
enlivened, amused,
engaged and
enlightened. Do it!

”

is a very
“Charles
adept trainer, and it
was fun just to
watch his boundless
enthusiasm for his
chosen field

”

Judith Lowe has been working with NLP

Judith DeLozier is an original co-

for twenty years — in business and the
public sector. She is the Managing Director
of PPD Learning Ltd and is the core
trainer on the Practitioner and Master
Practitioner programmes.

developer of the field in NLP and has
made fundamental contributions to the
development of many core NLP models
and processes.

Modelled by others as a gifted trainer, she
is deeply committed to providing the very
best in NLP and to participating in creating
leadership in the field, globally, for quality
and standards — and to having NLP make
a contribution at the highest levels of
human thinking and action.

In her 30 years of training and working
with NLP all over the world she has
particularly championed ideas that relate
to culture, community, personal
congruence, trans-cultural skills and more
systemic and relational approaches.

Her research and knowledge in both
personal, psychological issues and wider,
social and international ones are reflected
in her teaching. Her experience of working
with NLP in a broad and diverse range of
contexts gives richness, depth and
creativity to her approach.

Judith’s background is originally in
anthropology and religious studies and her
love of dance (ballet and Congolese) has led
her to promote movement and the body as
a primary tool in NLP — leading to the
creation with Robert Dilts of Somatic Syntax.
She is the co-author of Turtles All the Way
Down (with John Grinder) and the
Encyclopedia of NLP (with Robert Dilts.)

Charles Faulkner is a leading NLP

Robert Dilts is one of the field’s

explorer and modeller. His wide ranging
interests — including business, media,
politics and science — have led to
substantial innovations in accelerated
learning, decision making, meaningful
influence, activating intuition, identity
change and organisational design.

outstanding NLP trainers. He is possibly the
most foremost and prolific developer, author,
consultant, innovator and trainer in NLP, at
an international level, in the world today.

He excels at making complex ideas work.
Charles pioneered the development of
applications of Cognitive Linguistics and
Neuroscience to individual and
organisational communication and change.
His modelling of strategies of futures
traders is featured in numerous books —
famously, The New Market Wizards.
He is the author of personal transformation
programs and business tools including the
best selling NLP: The New Technology of
Achievement (with Steve Andreas).

h diversity from the field of NLP at the highest levels.
“ A ricJenny
”
Nabben, Head of Change Management, Hewlett Packard

He has written 25 books in which he
shares his pioneering modelling and
research on application areas such as
visionary leadership, health and well being,
presentation skills, dynamic learning,
creativity and innovation, strategies of
genius, conversational belief change, etc.
Robert works in businesses, with
leadership and entrepreneurial issues as
well as with the individual ‘hero’s journey’
— applying the deeper principles of
systemic change and transformation. His
work is at the forefront of achievement in
the field and his creative and intellectual
contribution immense.

DeLozier
“Judith
obviously lives,
breathes and
practises what she
teaches.

”

material
“ Fascinating
– transformational
change is
exhilarating, and
Robert Dilts is a
great presenter...
Loved it.

”

The Ultimate Master Practitioner
Course Dates
13-16 October 2005

The Path of Mastery

Judith Lowe

11-13 November 2005

Exploring Inner Worlds

Charles Faulkner

2-4 December 2005

The Wisdom of the Body

Judith DeLozier

13-15 January 2006

Transforming Beliefs

Judith Lowe

3-5 March 2006

The Artistry of Change

Special guest Robert Dilts

23-26 March 2006

The Power of Mastery

Judith Lowe

♦ The Ultimate NLP Master Practitioner Training course is
£2,300 (£2,702.50 including VAT). Payment plan available, see
booking form.
♦ Special discount of £200 for existing Master Practitioner
certificate holders.
♦ Four of the Advanced Modules can be attended on a ‘standalone’ basis. See booking form for individual prices per
module.
♦ Full terms and conditions on the booking form, website or
contact us by phone.
♦ All course modules held in central London.

Through joining us on the Masters programme, you
also become eligible for:
♦ Membership of the Professional Guild of NLP
♦ 10% discount on the seminar Words that Change Minds, with
Shelle Rose Charvet (Frank Daniels Associates)
♦ Significant exemptions for an MSc in NLP (The Performance
Solution)
You also gain access to the PPD Learning Practice Group and
Online Message Board

“ Tthhee opprpoogrratumnmityefoprromviydefidrstth£e1q0u0ekstdioenvethloaptmunelnotcgkreadnt
from a premier commercial company. Now I’m
negotiating a £500k award with the DTI and a blue chip
industrial partner.
Dr David Evans, Software Engineer
and Professional Coach

”

Certificates signed
by John Grinder

What people are saying
Judith Lowe is one of the most vibrant and
visionary people I know. She is a superb trainer
and brings a special energy and passion into
everything she does. Her style incorporates a
marvellous balance of confidence, compassion
and humour complemented by impressive
competence and skill.

As importantly, Judith is committed to the
deep principles and core values of NLP. She is
one of those rare people that truly 'walks the
talk' of NLP and consistently updates her own
skills and provides leading edge developments
for her students.
I also deeply admire her selfless devotion to her The PPD Learning NLP Master Practitioner
students and community. It is a pleasure to
programme gave me the tools, perspective
wholeheartedly endorse Judith and her training. and developing wisdom to understand and
address classes of realworld business and
Robert Dilts, March 2005
interpersonal problems that had previously
seemed intractable. A profound, balanced,
companionable exploration from the deepest
roots to the treetops of NLP — guided with wit
and charm by the very best in the business.
Fantastic… thanks PPD!
Martin Crossley, Senior Manager, Orange

♦ Quality leading-edge NLP
♦ World-class trainers
♦ Programmes designed for your success
♦ Individual coaching and support
♦ Powerful results in your personal and professional life

E&OE 04/2005

info @ppdlearning.co.uk
0870 7744 321

